Introduction
The theory of iteration of a rational or entire fanction f(z) of a complex variable z deals with the sequence of natural iteratesf,(z) defined by fo(z): z, f,*r(z):f(f"(z)), n:0,1,2,... .
In the theory developed by Fatou [5, 6] and Julia [8] , the fundamental object of study is the set F(f) of those points of the complex plane in no neighbourhood of which {f"(r)\ forms a normal family in the sense of Montel. Unless f(z) is a rational function of order 0 or l, the set ,F(/) has the following properties, proved for rational functions in [5] and for entire functions in [6] .
I. f("f) is a nonempty perfect set.
II. F(f"):P(/) for anY integer a>'1. lll. F(f) is completely invariant under the mapping z*f(z), i In their original work Fatou [5, 6] and Julia [8] have derived a number of general properties ofthe set F(f). The structure of F(f) depends on the functionl If f is a polynomial, F(/) depends on the coeffi.cients of f in a very complicated manner. Myrberg [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , Brolin [4] , and Bhattacharyya and Arumaraj [3] A modern survey of the main results of iteration theory can be found in Brolin [4] .
We shall refer the reader to this paper for the results from iteration theory needed for our proofs.
A(u): {rlJ,*T .f,(r) - Proof. Since g(0)=0 and g(--):-, there is at least one negative real root.
Clearly if there are more than one negative roots, there must be at least three. This would imply that g"(t):O will have at least one negative real root. But g"(t): 48t5(t3-l)(t}-4)(5ts-14)>0 for t=0. Hence the lemma follows.
Lemma 3. If -4013=p=413.4tt2, ilten cr,c2,cr §A(*). Otherwise Cr, Cr, Cg€A(*\, (1) and (2) We first prove Lemma 4. Proof of Lemma 3 We prove the lemma in four steps.
Step I. p=.-4013
For x=q, we have f(x)=x and hence x€A(*). If p=4013, then g(l)>0, i.e. f(cr)=-qr. It follows that cr€,4(-). Since lf"@r)l:lf,kr)l:lf,(cr)1, it follows that cr, cr, cs€A(-).
Step II. -4013<p<O
When p: -4013, g(/):0, i.e. f(cr):q, and hence fr(cr):q2 for eyery n. If -4013<p<0, by Lemma 4 lf(cr)l<q, and lf@)l=5, implies l.fr(x)l=q,, i.e. lf,(cr)l<q2 for every n. Thus cr, c2, cs{A(*).
Step III. 0<p<(413) -4rt|
We claim that lf"(cr)l=lcrl for eyety n. We have f(cr):(crl3)(4t-ta), where p:4t13. Since 0=(4t-t,)13<l when o=t=4rt3, it follows that lf(cr)l=lcrl.
Also f(cr):cy14, where 0=p.=1. Now, /|(cr):(c113)(4prt-pltn) and hence lfrk)l=lcrl. Similarly, lf"@)l=lcrl for eyery n, i.e. cr, c2, cr{A(*).
Step IV. Now let lpl=1. lf p=1, the tays z:r, z:re'iol' and z:re-zinl\, Q=.r=:*, all belong to ,4*(-) for in all cases f(z):ru+pr=lzl andhence lf,,(z)l*-. Simi' larly, when p=-1, the rays z:-r, z:reinls and z:re-i'l3,0<r<-, belong to ,4*(-). In this case l/(z)l:ra+lplr=lzl and lf"@)l**.
It 
